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VELA PERGOLA DAYBED
By Ramón Esteve

This extensive outdoor furniture and plantpot collection aims to offer the comfort and the
quality of interior furniture without losing it’s original qualities. VELA is a modulate system
with an elementary prismatic geometry that bases its singularity in the balance of its
proportions. The elements can combine among themselves to integrate into any space.
Their precise volumes create the illusion of hovering some centimetres off the floor, and
when they are illuminated they are transformed into floating architectures.

View online: https://www.vondom.com/products/54115

Features

Description

Canopy system made of thermo-lacquered aluminium profiles. Roller manufactures
in plastic canvas (Batyline). Item suitable for indoor and outdoor use.

Weight

80.43 Kg

Includes

BASEGIRATORIA360 Swivels 360º

KIT ANCLAJE SUELO Holds the item in case of strong winds

PARASOL –

Finishes

LACQUERED

Ref. 54115F

Lacquered aluminium profile.

COLOR LACADOPERGOLA

WHITE     
SILVER     

https://www.vondom.com/products/?product=54115
https://www.vondom.com/designers/ramon-esteve/
https://www.vondom.com/products/?product=54115
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VELA PERGOLA DAYBED con cortinas
By Ramón Esteve

This extensive outdoor furniture and plantpot collection aims to offer the comfort and the
quality of interior furniture without losing it’s original qualities. VELA is a modulate system
with an elementary prismatic geometry that bases its singularity in the balance of its
proportions. The elements can combine among themselves to integrate into any space.
Their precise volumes create the illusion of hovering some centimetres off the floor, and
when they are illuminated they are transformed into floating architectures.

View online: https://www.vondom.com/products/54183

Features

Description

Canopy system made of thermo-lacquered aluminium profiles. Ceiling made of
Sunvision fabric and curtains of Velum fabric . Item suitable for indoor and outdoor
use.

Weight

80.43 Kg

Combinations

Finishes

LACQUERED

Ref. 54183F

Lacquered aluminium profile.

COLOR LACADOPERGOLA

WHITE     

https://www.vondom.com/products/?product=54183
https://www.vondom.com/designers/ramon-esteve/
https://www.vondom.com/products/?product=54183
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VELA PERGOLA REDONDA
By Ramón Esteve

This extensive outdoor furniture and plantpot collection aims to offer the comfort and the
quality of interior furniture without losing it’s original qualities. VELA is a modulate system
with an elementary prismatic geometry that bases its singularity in the balance of its
proportions. The elements can combine among themselves to integrate into any space.
Their precise volumes create the illusion of hovering some centimetres off the floor, and
when they are illuminated they are transformed into floating architectures.

View online: https://www.vondom.com/products/54137

Features

Description

Canopy system made of thermo-lacquered aluminium profiles. Roller manufactures
in plastic canvas (Sunvision).

Weight

51.84 Kg

Includes

CORTINA –

KIT FIJACION A DAYBED Hold the canopy with daybed

PARASOL –

Finishes

LACQUERED

Ref. 54137F

Lacquered aluminium profile.

COLOR LACADOPERGOLA

WHITE     
SILVER     

https://www.vondom.com/products/?product=54137
https://www.vondom.com/designers/ramon-esteve/
https://www.vondom.com/products/?product=54137
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VELA CENADOR 305x182x215
By Ramón Esteve

This extensive outdoor furniture and plantpot collection aims to offer the comfort and the
quality of interior furniture without losing it’s original qualities. VELA is a modulate system
with an elementary prismatic geometry that bases its singularity in the balance of its
proportions. The elements can combine among themselves to integrate into any space.
Their precise volumes create the illusion of hovering some centimetres off the floor, and
when they are illuminated they are transformed into floating architectures.

View online: https://www.vondom.com/products/54130

Features

Description

Canopy system made of thermo-lacquered aluminium profiles. Roller manufactures
in plastic canvas (Sunvision).

Weight

57.47 Kg

Finishes

LACQUERED

Ref. 54130F

Lacquered aluminium profile.

COLOR LACADOPERGOLA

WHITE     
SILVER     

https://www.vondom.com/products/?product=54130
https://www.vondom.com/designers/ramon-esteve/
https://www.vondom.com/products/?product=54130
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